New Courses

Call #11716: CHEM 123-10A General Chemistry I (NS), 4 cr
Lecture Days 2-4-6 from 1-2:10 pm in ARDLF 121
Lab Day 4 from 8-12 pm in ARDLF 204
Instructor: Anna McKenna
Note: Lab Fee $5/Breakage Fee $15
Prerequisite: Passing Grade on Math Proficiency Exam

Call #11699: COMM 105-03A Intro to Human Comm (SSL), 4 cr
Days 2-4-6 from 9:40-10:50 am in QUAD 447
Instructor: Jeanmarie Cook
Note: Fee $5

Call #11714: ECON 111-08A Introduction to Economics (SSL), 4 cr
Days 1-3-5 from 11:20-12:30 pm in MAIN 324
Instructor: Kevin Barber
Note: Course is currently closed

Call #11678: MGMT 201-05A Prin of MGMT/Global Context, 4 cr
Days 2-4-6 from 1-2:10 pm in BAC A104
Instructor: Robert Gazich

Call #11705: MGMT 201-06A Prin of MGMT/Global Context, 4 cr
Days 2-4-6 from 2:40-3:50 pm in BAC A104
Instructor: Robert Gazich
Note: Course is currently closed

Call #11709: PSYC 111-08A Introduction to Psychology (SSL), 4 cr
Days 1-3-5 from 9:40-10:50 am in HAB 102B
Instructor: Rene Rau
Note: Must also register for lab.
Course is currently closed

Call #11712: SPAN 211-11A Intermediate Spanish I, 4 cr
Days 2-4-6 from 2:40-3:50 pm in MURRY 002
Instructor: Vilma Walter
Note: Fee $5. Course is currently closed

Call #11713: SPAN 212-04A Texts & Contexts in the Hispanic World, 4 cr
Days 1-3-5 from 2:40-3:50 pm in HAB 120
Instructor: Jose Fabres

Call #11692: SSOT 401-01A Biblical Hebrew, 3 cr
Days Monday & Wednesday from 2:45-4:15 pm in EMAUS 020
Instructor: Dale Launderville
Note: This course is a graduate level course

PREREQUISITES: Make sure you have met all prerequisites before attempting to register for a course. If you fulfilled the prerequisite through a course taken at another college, please contact the Registrar's Office prior to registration.

Change in Course

(Changes listed in red)

Call #10003: ACCT 113-03A instructor: Warren Bostrom
Call #10022: ACCT 340-01A instructor: Warren Bostrom
Call #11648: ACCT 340-02A instructor: Adeline Spitzer/Amy VanSurksum
Call #10028: ASCI 125-01A instructor: Robert Wilde
Call #11426: ART 113-02A room: Mondays from 6-9 pm in BAC A104
Call #10037: ART 208-01A

Highlights:

New Courses

CHEM 123-10A
COMM 105-03A
ECON 111-08A
MGMT 201-05A
MGMT 201-06A
PSYC 111-08A
SPAN 211-11A
SPAN 212-04A
SSOT 401-01A

Cancellations

CORE 390-02A
ENVR 275-02A
HONR 220-01A
HONR 260-10A
HONR 350-02A
PHIL 153-02A
POLS 338-01A

Changes

ACCT 113-03A
ACCT 340-01A
ACCT 340-02A
ACSC 125-01A
ART 113-02A
ART 208-01A
ART 211-01A
ART 214-01A
ART 217-03A
ART 218-01A
ASTR 211-01A
ASTR 211-02A
BIOL 115-14A
CHEM 123-03A
COMM 103-04A
COMM 103-05A
CSCI 150-01A
CSCI 339-01A
ECON 111-01A
ECON 111-04A
ECON 111-05A
ECON 111-06A
ECON 111-07A
ECON 320-01A
ECON 332-01A
ECON 332-02A
ECON 333-01A
EDUC 205-02A
EDUC 215-01A
EDUC 215-02A
EDUC 355-01A
ENGL 133-01A
ENTR 301-01A
HIST 130-01A
HIST 399-01A
HIST 250-01A
MATH 114-01A
MATH 124-05A

Email: registrar@csbsju.edu
Call #10039: ART 211-01A  instructor: Robert Wilde
Call #10040: ART 214-01A  instructor: Robert Wilde
Call #11428: ART 217-03A  instructor: Mark Hennigs
Call #10070: ART 218-01A  instructor: James Crumley (lecture) & Tom Kirkman (lab)
Call #10071: ASTR 211-02A  instructor: James Crumley (lecture) & Tom Kirkman (lab)
Call #10100: BIOL 211-14A  instructor: Carol Weiler
Call #10162: CHEM 123-03A  instructor: Brad DeLeeuw
Call #10162: COMM 103-04A  instructor: Lu Lippold
Call #11439: COMM 103-05A  instructor: Lu Lippold
Call #11448: CSCI 150-01A  time: days 1-3-5 from 1-2:10 in PENGL 238
Call #10376: CSCI 339-01A  room: days 2-4-6 from 11:20–12:30 in NEWSC 146
Call #10386: ECON 111-01A  instructor: Joseph Friedrich
Call #10389: ECON 111-04A  instructor: Louis Johnston
Call #10389: ECON 111-06A  room: days 2-4-6 from 9:40-10:50 in SIMNS 330
Call #10390: ECON 111-05A  instructor: Louis Johnston
Call #10390: ECON 111-05A  room: days 2-4-6 from 11:20–12:30 in SIMNS G10
Call #10391: ECON 111-06A  instructor: Basal Saleh
Call #10391: ECON 111-06A  room: days 2-4-6 from 1-2:10 in BAC A106
Call #10392: ECON 111-07A  instructor: Kevin Barber
Call #11458: ECON 320-01A  instructor: Kevin Barber
Call #10399: ECON 332-01A  instructor: Basal Saleh
Call #10399: ECON 332-01A  room: days 2-4-6 from 8-9:10 in MAIN 320
Call #10400: ECON 332-02A  instructor: Basal Saleh
Call #10400: ECON 332-02A  room: days 2-4-6 from 9:40-10:50 in BAC A109
Call #10401: ECON 333-01A  instructor: John Olson
Call #10401: ECON 333-01A  room: days 1-3-5 from 11:20-12:30 in MAIN 223
Call #10431: EDUC 205-02A  instructor: Rosamond Spring
Call #10432: EDUC 215-01A  instructor: Rosamond Spring
Call #10435: EDUC 355-01A  instructor: Rosamond Spring
Call #11471: ENGL 133-01A  room: Mondays from 6:30-9:30 pm in HAB 252
Call #11498: ENTR 301-01A  day/time/room: days 1-3-5 from 8-9:10 in SIMNS G10
Call #10592: HIST 130-01A  room: days 2-4-6 from 2:40-3:50 in QUAD 252
Call #10620: HIST 399-01A  room: days 1-3-5 from 11:20–12:30 in HAB 120
Call #10631: HRM 250-01A  room: days 1-3-5 from 9:40-10:50 in QUAD 365
Call #10659: MATH 114-01A  instructor: Gary Brown
Call #10660: MATH 114-02A  instructor: Gary Brown
Call #10684: MATH 124-05A  instructor: Marc Brodie
Call #10685: MATH 124-06A  instructor: Marc Brodie
Call #10726: MGMT 241-02A  instructor: Karleen Nordquist
Call #10727: MGMT 241-03A  instructor: Karleen Nordquist
Call #10735: MGMT 305-01A  instructor: Margaret Newhouse
Call #10736: MGMT 305-02A  instructor: Margaret Newhouse
Call #10748: MGMT 321-03A  instructor: Margaret Newhouse
Call #10703: MCL 101-02A  room: days A Mod 1-3-5 from 2:40-3:50 in QUAD 254
Call #10705: MCL 101-05A  room: days B Mod 1-3-5 from 2:40-3:50 in QUAD 254
Call #10709: MCL 103-02A  room: days C Mod 1-3-5 from 2:40-3:50 in QUAD 254
Call #10712: MCL 104-02A  room: days D Mod 1-3-5 from 2:40-3:50 in QUAD 254
Call #10518: FREN 211-01A  room: days 1-3-5 from 9:40-10:50 in QUAD 252
Call #11661: FREN 311-01A  instructor: Ned Dubin
Call #10575: GREEK 112-01A  room: days 1-3-5 from 1-2:10 in QUAD 254
Call #11510: GREEK 332-01A  day/time/room: days 1-3-5 from 2:40-3:50 in QUAD 247
Call #10644: LATN 111-01A  instructor: Sylvia Parsons
Call #10646: LATN 211-01A  instructor: Sylvia Parsons
Call #11513: LATN 327-01A  instructor: Sylvia Parsons
Call #11513: LATN 327-01A  day/time/room: days 2-4-6 from 2:40-3:50 in QUAD 361
Call #11248: SPAN 112-01A  instructor: Angela Erickson-Gruessing
Call #11249: SPAN 112-02A  instructor: Angela Erickson-Gruessing
Call #11251: SPAN 112-04A  room: days 1-3-5 from 11:20-12:30 in SIMNS 330
Call #11252: SPAN 112-05A  instructor: Cristina Castro
Call #11255: SPAN 112-08A  instructor: Elizabeth Guzman
Call #11260: SPAN 112-13A  instructor: Angela Erickson-Gruessing
Call #11268: SPAN 211-06A  instructor: Cristina Castro
Call #11269: SPAN 211-07A  instructor: Vilma Walter
Call #11270: SPAN 211-08A  instructor: Patricia Bolanos-Fabres
Call #11270: SPAN 211-08A  room: days 1-3-5 from 9:40-10:50 in HAB 002
Call #11272: SPAN 211-10A  instructor: Cristina Castro
Call #11280: SPAN 311-02A  room: days 2-4-6 from 11:20-12:30 in ARDLF 105
Call #11293: SPAN 320-02A  room: days 1-3-5 from 1-2:10 in BAC A108
Call #10954: NRSG 207-02A  instructor: Julie Strelow
Call #11522: NRSG 207-03A  instructor: Julie Strelow
Call #10955: NRSG 321-01A  room: days 1-3-5 from 1-2:10 in HAB 101
Call #11045: PHED 202-01A  room: days B mod 2-4-6 from 1-2:10 in BAC A107
Call #11048: PHED 203-01A  room: days A mod 2-4-6 from 1-2:10 in BAC A107
Cancellations:

**CORE 390-03A**: Senior Seminar

**ENVR 275-02A**: Laboratory

**HONR 220-01A**: Intro to Human Communication (SSL)

**HONR 260-10A**: Honors Spanish 211

**HONR 350-02A**: Spiritual Traditions of Islam (HMU)

**PHIL 153-02A**: Philosophy & Gender (HML)

**POLS 338-01A**: Public Sector

**POLS 339-01A**: Theoretical Foundations of Psychology

**POLS 340-01A**: Theoretical Foundations of Sociology

**PSYC 302-01A**: Social Psychology

**PSYC 360-04A**: Clinical Psychology

**PSYC 390-01A**: Personality Patterns and Diagnosis

**SOCI 111-04A**: Intro to Sociology

**SWRK 250-01A**: Social Work II

**SWRK 345-01A**: Social Work III

**THEO 180-04A**: Introduction to Theology

**THEO 180-10A**: History of Protestant Christianity

**THEO 180-14A**: History of Catholic Christianity

**THEO 180-15A**: Introduction to Christian History

**THEO 180-16A**: Introduction to Christian History II

**THEO 180-19A**: Introduction to Christian History III

**THEO 302-72A**: Independent Study

**THEO 339-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology

**THEO 340-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology II

**THEO 345-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology III

**THEO 350-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology IV

**THEO 355-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology V

**THEO 360-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology VI

**THEO 365-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology VII

**THEO 370-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology VIII

**THEO 380-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology IX

**THEO 390-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology X

**THEO 400-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XI

**THEO 410-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XII

**THEO 420-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XIII

**THEO 430-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XIV

**THEO 440-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XV

**THEO 450-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XVI

**THEO 460-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XVII

**THEO 470-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XVIII

**THEO 480-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XIX

**THEO 490-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XX

**THEO 500-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XXI

**THEO 510-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XXII

**THEO 520-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XXIII

**THEO 530-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XXIV

**THEO 540-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XXV

**THEO 550-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XXVI

**THEO 560-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XXVII

**THEO 570-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XXVIII

**THEO 580-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XXIX

**THEO 590-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XXX

**THEO 600-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XXXI

**THEO 610-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XXXII

**THEO 620-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XXXIII

**THEO 630-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XXXIV

**THEO 640-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XXXV

**THEO 650-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XXXVI

**THEO 660-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XXXVII

**THEO 670-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XXXVIII

**THEO 680-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XXXIX

**THEO 690-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XL

**THEO 700-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XLI

**THEO 710-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XLII

**THEO 720-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XLIII

**THEO 730-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XLIV

**THEO 740-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XLV

**THEO 750-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XLVI

**THEO 760-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XLVII

**THEO 770-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XLVIII

**THEO 780-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology XLIX

**THEO 790-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology L

**THEO 800-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology LI

**THEO 810-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology LII

**THEO 820-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology LIII

**THEO 830-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology LIV

**THEO 840-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology LV

**THEO 850-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology LVI

**THEO 860-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology LVII

**THEO 870-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology LVIII

**THEO 880-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology LIX

**THEO 890-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology LX

**THEO 900-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology LXI

**THEO 910-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology LXII

**THEO 920-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology LXIII

**THEO 930-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology LXIV

**THEO 940-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology LXV

**THEO 950-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology LXVI

**THEO 960-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology LXVII

**THEO 970-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology LXVIII

**THEO 980-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology LXIX

**THEO 990-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology LXX

**THEO 1000-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology LXXX

**THEO 1010-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXX

**THEO 1020-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXXII

**THEO 1030-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXXIII

**THEO 1040-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXXIV

**THEO 1050-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXXV

**THEO 1060-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXXVI

**THEO 1070-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXXVII

**THEO 1080-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXXVIII

**THEO 1090-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXXIX

**THEO 1100-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXXX

**THEO 1110-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXXXI

**THEO 1120-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXXXII

**THEO 1130-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXXXIII

**THEO 1140-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXXXIV

**THEO 1150-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXXXV

**THEO 1160-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXXXVI

**THEO 1170-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXXXVII

**THEO 1180-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXXXVIII

**THEO 1190-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXXXIX

**THEO 1200-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXL

**THEO 1210-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXI

**THEO 1220-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXII

**THEO 1230-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXIII

**THEO 1240-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXIV

**THEO 1250-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXV

**THEO 1260-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXVI

**THEO 1270-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXVII

**THEO 1280-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXVIII

**THEO 1290-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CXIX

**THEO 1300-71A**: Honors Seminar in Theology CX</theo>